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vskillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 2

Introduction

Functional Skillbuilders have been specifically developed to support teachers delivering
Functional Skills. There are 30 volumes in the series providing a dedicated book for each
section and level of the Functional Skills standards in English and maths. The series has
also proved to be invaluable to support English and maths skills for a range of students
whether they are working towards Functional Skills, Apprenticeships, Foundation and
Progression Awards or simply brushing up on their skills.

All the task-based activities in Functional Skillbuilders are based in three workplace
settings – a hotel, a supermarket and a factory. This helps make the activities both real
and relevant to adult and young adult learners. Knowledge about each workplace builds
cumulatively as students progress through the levels. The tasks become increasingly work
specific as students progress through the series. Students will find the tasks in Entry Level 2
Speaking and Listening straightforward.

Functional Skills

These activities are task-based and provide teachers with a variety of materials to build
the full range of Functional Speaking and Listening skills. The first section of the book
explicitly teaches the Functional Speaking and Listening skills required at Entry Level 2.
Students then have 2–3 more opportunities to build and apply these skills in vocational
contexts, allowing the teacher to teach skills, enable practise and to check learning. 

Functional Skillbuilders are designed to be mediated by teachers. The teaching notes explain
the skills addressed on each worksheet and provide guidance for teaching strategies. Templates
and/or additional teaching materials for group work are included.

How to use this pack

Ask the student to complete the checklist on page xix with you. This checklist will tell you the
speaking and listening skills your student most wants to practise. Use the outcome of this
discussion to agree targets with the student and use the table to identify suitable worksheets.

There is a significant difference between the level of language expected at Entry Level 2
Speaking and Listening than expected at Entry Level 2 Reading and Writing. Your students
will therefore almost certainly need support with reading the information on the
worksheets. You should read the information to your students wherever necessary.

Teaching notes

There are teaching notes for each worksheet. They explain the purpose of each worksheet
and any groundwork that the teacher needs to cover first. The teaching notes include
suggestions for group work, work in pairs and extension work. 
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vi

Worksheets

Teaching point

If there are any teaching points on the worksheet they will appear like this.

Scenarios

Scenario If a worksheet uses a scenario it will appear in a tinted box like this one.

A box like this at the top of each worksheet tells students the skills they will
practise, ensuring that they are aware of learning outcomes from the outset.

Mapping

Mapping to the Functional Skills standards is available electronically. Please email
enquiries@axiseducation.co.uk.

Interactive CDROM

Twelve of the worksheets are designed for use with our interactive CDROM. For teachers
without regular access to multimedia computers we have included scripts from all the
activities. The scripts start on page 58.

Additional teaching materials

Additional teaching matterials are at the very back of the pack. Photocopy them as
required.
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Teaching notes

These teaching notes are organised by
worksheet. There are teaching notes for every
worksheet and they are designed to be read in
conjunction with a photocopy of the relevant
worksheet. The skills covered are listed
alphabetically in the Student checklist on page
xix of this pack. The Groundwork section
highlights the skills that need to be taught before
your students tackle the worksheets, together
with teaching suggestions. Suggestions for
paired and group work are also included.

Worksheets 1, 2, 3
Listening for detail. Using sequence
markers

Worksheets

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then read the teaching notes with them.
Ask if they would like to add any points about
being a good speaker or good listener and scribe
these on the board.

Worksheet 1

Read this information to your group. Mumble,
avoid eye contact and speak slowly with
unclear emphasis. You could even read it with
your back to the group. Do not repeat the
information.

“This information was given to customers by
one of the receptionists at the Old Hall Hotel.

The car park is just behind the hotel. There
are plenty of spaces. Don’t go down the first
turning, because that’s the staff car park. You
said you’ve parked on the street so you need
to come down the drive and turn in just after
the grey building.”

Once you have read the announcement ask
students to answer the questions on
Worksheet 1.

Worksheet 2

Read this information to your group. Speak
clearly, but quite quickly, with emphasis and
use eye contact. Do not repeat the
information.

“This information was given to a bakery
assistant by the bakery supervisor at
Blackwell’s Supermarket.

Before you use the bread slicer make sure
your hands are clean. When you are ready to
start, unlock the safety guard first. Then place
the loaf on the pusher and close the guard.
Press the slice button. When the machine has
finished, unlock the safety guard. Finally, slide
the bag over the sliced loaf and seal it.”

Once you have read the announcement ask
students to answer the questions on
Worksheet 2.

Worksheet 3

Read this information to your group. Speak
clearly and evenly with emphasis. Use eye
contact. Repeat the information.

“This information was given at a staff training
session at AutoParts.

Firstly, adjust the guides in the feeder tray to
the size of the item you are loading, place up
to 30 pages top first, face down, into the
feeder tray and then wait for the fax machine
to load the first page.
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Secondly, use the keys to dial the fax number
and then press the start button.

Lastly, remove the document from the output
tray.”

Worksheets 4, 5
Listen for the main points

Groundwork

Use the teaching point to introduce this topic.
You should also ask your students what
strategies they use to listen for the main points.

Worksheet 4

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise. Read the scripts in such a way that the
students can’t see your face to make the task
more like a station announcement. Your students
must listen to you without making notes. When
you have read the first script ask your students
to answer the questions. Carry out the same
procedure for the remaining scripts.

Script 1

“ The hotel alarm system is being tested this
morning. The test period will run from 9 am
until 10.30 am. All guests have been
informed, but staff should reassure guests
and ask them to ignore the alarms during this
period. If an alarm sounds for more than 30
seconds, then it is genuine and you should
carry out normal evacuation procedures.”

Script 2 

“ The swimming pool will be closed for routine
maintenance in 10 minutes’ time. Would all
guests please vacate the pool now. The pool
will re-open in 40 minutes. In the meantime,
you are welcome to make use of the Jacuzzi,

steam room or sauna. Thank you for your co-
operation. Please leave the swimming pool
now.”

Script 3 

“ Good afternoon customers. Today we have
special offers in our bakery department.
Home made fruit pies are half price. Many
special breads are ‘buy one get one free’.
There are also great bargains in our wine and
spirits department. We have a special
promotion on wines from Australia – all are
20% off for today only. Make the most of our
daily special offers! Head for the bakery and
the wine department for great savings!
Shopping is better value at Blackwell’s.”

Script 4

“ Production will stop an hour early today. All
lines should be shut down at 4 pm.
Production staff should then change and
make their way to the board room for the IT
training. Any staff unable to attend the
training should report to the Personnel
Department immediately.”

Worksheet 5 

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise. Read the scripts so that the students
can see your face and tell them that you will
clarify points if they ask you to. Your students
must listen to you without making notes. When
you have read the first script ask your students
to answer the questions. Carry out the same
procedure for the remaining scripts.

Script 1

“ We have several types of tanning treatments.
You can use our sunbeds. There are two types
– the regular lie-down sunbed, or the rapid
tan vertical sunbed. The lie-down sunbed
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session lasts for 20 minutes and costs £3.00.
The vertical sunbed costs £4.00 for 4 minutes.
Or you can get an instant tan with our St
Tropez self-tanning treatments. These are
more expensive than the sunbeds, but you do
get an instant tan. There is the St Tropez
lotion treatment or the St Tropez airbrush tan.
Both the St Tropez treatments cost £25. Shall I
make an appointment for you with a therapist
to discuss what would be best for you?”

Script 2

“ We roast fresh chickens on the rotisserie
throughout the day and we can cater for
parties. If you want to order a large amount
you need to call us the day before to place an
order. Our number is 01772 453000 and you
should ask to speak to Mr Duncan. If you
want to order party foods from the
delicatessen you can fill in an order form and
they will weigh and pack your food ready for
collection. You can collect an order from the
customer service desk or from the deli
counter. You need to place your order at least
two days before you need to collect it.”

Script 3

“ I’m delighted to announce that the design
team has won a contract to design a new
gear box for Land Rover. This is our first—ever
commission from Land Rover and we are keen
to impress them. The first prototype has to be
delivered to Land Rover within five days. The
team will need permanent access to Lines 7
and 8 to test their prototypes, so Lines 7 and
8 will be out of commission for a week. If you
have any questions about production
schedules, Terry is rearranging them and will
speak to team leaders later this morning. I’d
like to thank everyone in advance for their co-
operation.”

After you have completed both worksheets with
your students, discuss the main points of these
items of information. Do all your students agree?
Were there any problems? Sum up the activities
by reiterating the importance of listening for key
words. 

Worksheets 6, 7
Listen for detail

Groundwork

Use the teaching point to introduce this topic.
You should also ask your students what
strategies they use to listen for detail.

Worksheet 6

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise. Read the scripts in such a way that the
students can’t see your face in order to make the
task more like an airport announcement. Your
students must listen to you without making
notes. When you have read the first script ask
your students to answer the questions. Carry out
the same procedure for the remaining scripts.

Script 1

“ British Airways flight BA064 for Milan is now
boarding at gate number 8. All passengers
should make their way to gate number 8 now.
BA064 for Milan is now boarding and will
depart at 9.30.”

Script 2 

“ This is the final call for passengers travelling
on Olympic Airways flight OA266 to Athens.
The gate is now closing. Passengers Owen
and Carter travelling to Athens should go to
gate 10 immediately. This is the final call for
Olympic Airways flight OA266 for Athens. The
flight will depart in ten minutes’ time. All
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passengers travelling on this flight should go
to gate 10 at once.”

Script 3 

“ The delayed VS200 Virgin Atlantic flight to
Hong Kong will depart at 11 am. Boarding
will start at 10.30 at gate 21. Gate 21 is 15
minutes’ walk from the departure lounge. Any
passengers with small children or passengers
who will need help getting to gate 21 should
come to the information point now. The
delayed VS200 flight to Hong Kong will start
boarding at gate 14 at 10.30. The flight will
depart at 11 am.”

Worksheet 7

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise. Read the scripts so that the students
can see your face – tell them that you will clarify
points if they ask you to. Your students must
listen to you without making notes. When you
have read the first script ask your students to
answer the questions. Carry out the same
procedure for the remaining scripts.

Script 1

“ When you join the leisure club we will invite
you to have a fitness assessment with a
qualified instructor. You will have a chat with
the instructor and discuss any medical issues
and then we will fit you with a heart rate
monitor while you ride the exercise bike. The
test lasts about 15 minutes. Then the
instructor will tell you the results of the test
and we will draw up an exercise programme
that will suit your particular needs. The
instructor will do the first session of the
programme with you and make sure that you
know how to use the equipment safely. After
10 weeks we will arrange another assessment
to make sure that you are happy with the

programme and that it is working for you. The
programme will be reviewed every 12 weeks.
If you have any problems in between reviews,
we can arrange a meeting to suit you.”

Script 2

“ When you start work at Blackwell’s you go
through our induction programme. On the
first morning you will stay with the Personnel
Department. They will arrange for you to
collect uniforms and you have to fill in an
emergency contact form. They will also talk to
you about the standards we expect of
Blackwell’s staff. They will show you how to
use the clocking-in machine and give you a
card. Then in the afternoon you will shadow
your supervisor on the shop floor. You won’t
serve any customers yourself – you will just
watch what happens. After that you will have
a chat with your supervisor and fill in a form
to show that you have learned about our
customer service charter. Some time during
the first week you will have health and safety
training and basic food handling training. For
the remainder of the week you will shadow
other members of staff. You will start serving
customers after your first week of training.”

Script 3

“ All staff in the Parts Department are going to
attend a two-day training course on using the
new database. The course is in London and
starts on Monday 16th October. As there are
six of you attending the course we are
arranging for a mini-bus to take you and pick
you up. The course starts at 9 am, so you will
travel to London on the Sunday evening. You
need to report to the factory gate at 5 pm.
You’ll be staying at the Kensington Plaza
Hotel. The course is just a two-minute walk
from the hotel on Kensington High Street. Can
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you all collect an information pack from Jim,
the Warehouse manager, which will tell you
all you need to know about the course content
and the travel arrangements. Thank you.”

After you have completed both worksheets with
your students, sum up the activities by reiterating
the importance of listening for key words. 

Worksheets 8, 9
Listen to explanations

Groundwork

Use the teaching point on Worksheet 8 to
introduce this topic.

Worksheet 8

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then tell them that you are going to
read an explanation to them. They must listen
carefully. They can ask you to repeat information
if necessary.

“ All employees at Blackwell’s Supermarket are
expected to gain the Chartered Institute of
Environmental Health (CIEH) Basic Certificate
in Food Hygiene in the first six weeks of
working here. This is because the production
of safe food is a legal obligation, and it is
essential to our success. At Blackwell’s we
have a genuine commitment to this principle.

The Food Safety (General Food Hygiene)
Regulations 1995 require food handlers to be
trained to a level appropriate to the type of
food handled, to how much they handle food
and the risks involved. The reason for this is
that the majority of food complaints and
outbreaks of food-borne illness is due to
human error at some stage in the food chain. 

At Blackwell’s we train all staff on an in-house
training course, tailored to our own needs.
But we also combine our training with a
range of certificated courses provided by the
CIEH so that our standards are nationally
recognised.”

Worksheet 9

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then tell them that you are going to
read an explanation to them. They must listen
carefully. They can ask you to repeat information
if necessary.

“ We take deliveries of heavy goods at
AutoParts which need to be moved by trolley.
There is a company policy for using trolleys to
help avoid accidents. The main points covered
in the policy are as follows:

� Do not overload your trolley because you
need to be able to move it easily and see
where you are going.

� Do not push trolleys fast. The reason for this
is that they have no brakes and may run away
from you, especially on slopes, and cause
damage and/or injury. Another reason not to
move trolleys quickly is that this could result
in breaking produce.

� Do not ride on trolleys because you might
injure yourself.

� If more than one person is moving a trolley
you should make it clear who is the leader,
otherwise confused instructions can lead to
accidents.”
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Group/extension work

Provide explanations for your students to listen
to. These should occur naturally during teaching,
for example:

n why you should use a full stop instead of a
comma

n why using the spell checker in a word
processing programme won’t pick up all of the
errors

n why proofreading your text is a good idea.

Worksheets 10, 11
Identify opinions and feelings

Groundwork

Read the teaching points with your students to
introduce this topic. You could then ask students
to give other examples of how they would identify
opinions and feelings. You could draw up a list of
the words speakers are likely to use (I hate, I
love, I enjoy, I can’t stand, etc.).

Worksheets

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then tell your students that you are
going to read some statements. Your students
must listen to you, answering the questions on
the worksheets as you speak.

Statements

1. I like Italian food.

2. I didn’t enjoy that meal at all. 

3. I think that we should leave now.

4. I don’t think that colour suits you.

5. I don’t like going swimming.

6. I love your hair cut.

7. I thought that the film was boring.

8. I feel angry because you are late.

9. I believe that the plan will be successful. 

10. I feel that you have been ignoring me.

Worksheets 12, 13
Ask questions to clarify
understanding

Groundwork

To introduce the activities on these worksheets
you could ask students to tell you what makes
asking questions difficult. Write a list on the
board. Come back to this list once your students
have completed the worksheets to demonstrate
how the skills they have just been practising can
combat the difficulties they listed.

Find out from your group the sorts of situations
where they need to ask questions for
information. This may include situations at work,
socially, when asking for directions, or asking for
information when shopping. 

Worksheets

Use the teaching point to show how the need for
information translates into a question. Then
explain the skills your students are going to
practise, and ask them to carry out the activities.

Extension work

Encourage your students to question you during
lessons. They should be able to ask you to clarify
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teaching points and to find out specific
information. You may need to remind them that
questions should be appropriate to the situation.

Worksheets 14, 15, 26, 38
Follow discussions and make
appropriate contributions

Groundwork

Ask your students to give you examples of when
they take part in discussions. Make a note of any
problems they encounter when participating in
discussions. Then use the teaching point on
Worksheet 14 to teach your students important
points to remember when participating in
discussions. 

Worksheets 14, 15

Explain to the group that they are going to take
part in a discussion. Once the discussion is over
ask students to complete the checklists on the
worksheets to help them review their
contributions. Select a topic from the list below
or choose a topic to suit the interests/needs of
your students.

Topics

n pros and cons of shift work or flexible hours

n do children watch too much television?

n do we have too much leisure time?

n pros and cons of Sunday shopping

n are there enough police on our streets?

n the NHS

n general political issues 

n items in the news

n items of local importance

Chairing the discussion

The discussion should last between 10 and 20
minutes. As Chair you should:

n be more concerned with process than content
– try to keep the discussion moving

n keep an eye on the time

n protect the weaker – ask them directly for their
thoughts

n control the strong – ask them to hold back
their valuable views and allow others to
contribute

n ensure that the issues and main points are
summarised and noted on a regular basis.

Worksheets 26, 38

You might like to re-use the teaching points on
Worksheet 14 to remind students of key points
when taking part in discussions. Explain to the
group that they are going to take part in a
discussion. Then read through the information
about each of the topics and ask students to
think about it and form their own viewpoints.
Once the discussion is over ask students to
complete the checklists on the worksheets to
help them review their contributions.
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Worksheets 16, 17, 18 19
Use the CDROM

These worksheets all require the use of the
Speaking and Listening CDROM. If you don’t
have access to a CDROM you can use the scripts
on page 58.

Skills covered

Worksheet 16 – listening for gist and detail.
Using appropriate language. Asking and
answering questions

Worksheet 17 – listening for gist and detail.
Using appropriate language. Asking and
answering questions

Worksheet 18 – listening for gist and detail.
Using appropriate language. Asking and
answering questions. Identifying feelings and
opinion

Worksheet 19 – listening for gist and detail.
Understanding instructions. Asking and
answering questions

Worksheets 20, 21, 32, 33, 44, 45
Role-play – expressing and listening
to opinions
Make requests. Listen for detail

Groundwork

Use the teaching point to introduce the idea of
role-play. You should also remind students about
strategies for listening for opinions. You could re-
use the teaching points on Worksheet 10. 

Worksheets 

These pairs of worksheets are designed to be
used for paired work. One worksheet is for one

partner and the other is for the other partner.
Explain the skills your students are going to
practise via these role plays and read any
instructions or other words to them as required.
You could go through both sets of teaching
points to remind students of the skills they are
going to rehearse. Then ask them to carry out
the tasks. Students could then swap roles.

Group work

Once students have completed the tasks in pairs,
sum up the activities and ask each pair to feed-
back to the group. Address any difficulties. 

Were any feelings difficult to identify? What were
the problems?

Extension work

Use this list of scenarios for students to role-play
expressing and identifying feelings, and/or use
examples from their own experiences. 

Hotel

n Guest complains to receptionist about noise in
the adjoining room.

n Guest wants to congratulate the chef for
cooking a wonderful meal.

n Waiter wants time off but his supervisor won’t
let him have it. 

n Receptionist is late on duty and other staff
have to stay late to provide cover.

Supermarket

n Customer complains about the lack of open
checkouts.

n Customer is waiting in line at the checkout
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when someone jumps the queue.

n Checkout assistant’s pay reached her bank a
day late and she has been charged for being
overdrawn.

Factory

n Production supervisor has to arrange the
morning’s work because one of the workers
put the batch through on the wrong setting.

n Managing Director proudly tells the workforce
that they have won a business award.

n Production worker is denied a pay rise when
he thinks he has deserved one.

Worksheets 22, 23, 34, 35, 46, 47
Role-play – asking and answering
questions
Make requests. Listen for detail. 

Groundwork

Explain the scenario to your students. This may
be a good opportunity to remind students about
using appropriate language between supervisors
and workers.

Worksheets

These pairs of worksheets are designed to be
used for paired work. One worksheet is for one
partner and the other is for the other partner.
Explain the skills your students are going to
practise via these role plays and read any
instructions or other words to them as required.
You could go through both sets of teaching
points to remind students of the skills they are
going to rehearse. Then ask them to carry out
the tasks. Students could then swap roles.

Group work

Once students have completed the tasks in pairs,
sum up the activities and ask each pair to feed
back to the group. Address any difficulties. 

Were any questions difficult to ask or answer?
What were the problems?

Extension work

Use this list of scenarios for students to role-play
asking and answering questions and/or use
examples from their own experiences. 

Hotel

n Guest wants to know what time she has to
check out.

n Manager wants to know if a member of staff
can work overtime.

n Guest wants to know if a meal contains
peanuts as he has an allergy.

n Waiter wants to know what time he should
come to work tomorrow.

Supermarket 

n Customer wants to buy some jam but can’t
find it.

n Deli counter worker has weighed the customer’s
order. It is 100 g over what was asked for – will
the customer be happy with that?

n Customer brings goods back to customer
service desk. Blackwell’s employee needs to
know why the goods are being returned.

Factory

n Visitor comes to the reception desk and can’t
remember who she has an appointment with.
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Teaching notes

xvi

n Production worker wants to know if he can go
on an early break today.

n Supervisor wants to find out if a worker
understands the instructions he has been given.

Worksheets 24, 25, 36, 37, 48, 49
Role-play – describing something and
listening to descriptions
Make requests. Listen for detail

Groundwork

Explain the scenarios to your students. Students
giving the descriptions will need to familiarise
themselves with the information on their
worksheets before they start.

Worksheets

These pairs of worksheets are designed to be
used for paired work. One worksheet is for one
partner and the other is for the other partner.
Explain the skills your students are going to
practise via these role plays and read any
instructions or other words to them as required.
You could go through both sets of teaching
points to remind students of the skills they are
going to rehearse. Then ask them to carry out
the tasks. Students could then swap roles. For
Worksheets 24 and 25 you will need to provide
students with a copy of the leaflet on page 66.
For Worksheets 36 and 37 you will need to
provide students with a copy of the email on
page 67.

Group work

Once students have completed the tasks in pairs,
sum up the activities and ask each pair to feed-
back to the group. Address any difficulties. 

Were any items difficult to describe? Were any

descriptions difficult to understand? What were
the problems?

Extension work

Provide a range of tangible and intangible items
for your students to describe. 

Worksheets 27, 39, 50, 51
Role-play – give and receive
instructions

Groundwork – Worksheet 27

This worksheet is intended for use by the partner
giving the instructions only. You should read the
first line of instructions for both partners and
explain that the role of the waiter is to listen
carefully, follow the instructions and, if
necessary, ask any questions to clarify points.
You can use a photocopy and cut out images of
the cutlery and plates on Worksheet 27 for the
waiter to use, or you could provide real props.

Groundwork – Worksheet 39

This worksheet is intended for use by the partner
giving the instructions only. You should read the
first line of instructions for both partners and
explain that the role of the trainee is to listen
carefully, follow the instructions and, if
necessary, ask any questions to clarify points.
You can use a list of the types of products (or
make your own list up), photocopy and cut out
the words and ask students to pile the list of
cards in the order in which they would pack a
customer’s bag, or you could provide real props. 

Goods to be packed

Tinned tomatoes, half a dozen eggs, litre of milk,
tinned tuna, jar of pasta sauce, bottle of vinegar,
box of stock cubes, loaf of bread, tub of
margarine, pack of bacon
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Teaching notes

Groundwork – Worksheets 50, 51

These worksheets are intended for use by the
partner giving the instructions only. You should
read the first line of instructions for both
partners and explain that the role of the
receptionist is to listen carefully, follow the
instructions and, if necessary, ask any questions
to clarify points. 

Worksheets 

These worksheets are designed to be used for
paired work. Explain the skills your students are
going to practise via these role plays and read any
instructions or other words to them as required.
Then ask them to carry out the tasks. Students
could then swap roles. The curriculum elements
outside the brackets apply to the activities
undertaken by the supervisor. The curriculum
elements inside the brackets apply to the new
member of staff. These worksheets are similar
“giving and receiving instructions” activities within
the context of the hotel, supermarket and factory.
You could use Worksheet 27 to teach, Worksheet
39 to reinforce and Worksheets 50 and 51 to
check students’ ability to deal with instructions.

Group work

Once students have completed the tasks in pairs,
sum up the activities and ask each pair to feed
back to the group. Address any difficulties. 
Were any instructions difficult to understand?
What were the problems?

Extension work

Provide a range of instructions for your students
to give and receive.

Worksheets 28, 29, 30, 31
Use the CDROM

These worksheets all require the use of the

Speaking and Listening CDROM. If you don’t
have access to a CDROM you can use the scripts
on page 58 and the photographs on page 69.

Skills covered

Worksheet 28 – listening for gist and detail.
Understanding instructions. Asking and
answering questions. Students will need a copy
of the timetable on page 68.

Worksheet 29 – listening for gist and detail.
Understanding descriptions. Giving descriptions.
The extension activities for this worksheet require
students to give and listen to descriptions. You
will need to supply students with pictures of
people in group settings.

Worksheet 30 – listening for detail. Following
discussions. Identifying opinion.

Worksheet 31 –following discussions. Listening
for detail. Identifying opinion.

Worksheets 40, 41, 42, 43
Use the CDROM

These worksheets all require the use of the
Speaking and Listening CDROM. If you don’t
have access to a CDROM you can use the scripts
on page 58 and the photographs on page 70.

Skills covered

Worksheet 40 – understanding instructions.
Sequencing instructions. Listening for detail.
Asking and answering questions

Worksheet 41 – identifying body language

Worksheet 42 – following discussions. Listening
for detail. Asking and answering questions

Worksheet 43 – understanding instructions.
Giving and receiving instructions
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Student checklist

Skill � Worksheets

Answer questions 16, 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 28, 29, 34, 35, 36, 
40, 42, 46, 47, 48

Ask questions to clarify understanding 12, 13, 25, 37, 49

Ask questions 16, 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, 28, 29, 34, 35, 40, 42, 
46, 47

Express opinions clearly 20, 33, 44, 45

Follow discussions and make appropriate contributions 14, 15, 26, 30, 31, 38, 42

Give and receive instructions 3, 19, 26, 27, 28, 29, 39, 40, 43, 50, 51

Give descriptions 24, 36, 48

Greet people 35, 47

Identify body language 41

Identify opinions and feelings 10, 11, 18, 21, 30, 31, 32, 44, 45

Listen for detail 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 16, 17, 18, 19, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31, 
37, 40, 42, 49

Listen for gist 16, 17, 18, 19, 28

Listen for the main points 4, 5

Listen to and understand explanations 1, 2, 8, 9

Make requests in an appropriate manner 20, 33, 44

Respond to expressed opinions in an appropriate manner 21, 32, 44, 45

Sequence instructions 40

Understand sequence markers 1, 2, 3

Use appropriate language 16, 17, 18

Functional Skillbuilders Speaking and Listening Entry Level 2 will help you improve your English
skills. This chart lists the speaking and listening skills covered in this book. Tick the boxes to
say which skills you think you will find the most useful to practise. Then discuss your ideas with
your teacher.
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1skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 2

Listen for detail. Understand sequence markers.

1. All in order 1

When you listen to and follow the gist of explanations or instructions, certain key words help
you follow the order.

These words might include:

Your tutor is going to give you some information. Listen to it, then answer these
questions. Tick the boxes to show your answers.

1. What was the information about?

a. the staff car park at the Old Hall Hotel b. where to park at the Old Hall 
Hotel

c. how to get to the Old Hall Hotel

2. Did anything make the information difficult to understand? (Tick all the boxes that apply.)

a. You couldn’t hear what was being said. b. There was too much information.

c. The speaker spoke too slowly. d. You couldn’t get any cues from 
the speaker.

e. The information was muddled. f. There were no sequence 
markers.

g. The speaker spoke too quickly. h. The speaker was too loud.

3. What would have made the speaker easier to understand? (Tick all the boxes that apply.)

a. speak louder b. speak more clearly

c. use eye contact d. speak more quickly

e. speak more slowly f. repeat the information

g. use sequence markers

n First of all
n Firstly
n At the beginning
n To start with
n Secondly

n Then
n Next
n After a while
n Meanwhile
n Finally

n Last of all
n In the end
n Lastly

These words are known as sequence markers because they help you follow the order of spoken
and written language.
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skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 2

Listen for detail. Understand sequence markers.

2. All in order 2

2

Your tutor is going to give you some information. Listen to it, then answer these
questions. Tick the boxes to show your answers

1. What was the information about?

a. buying bread at Blackwell’s Supermarket

b. the types of bread available at Blackwell’s Supermarket

c. how to slice a loaf using a machine at Blackwell’s Supermarket

d. how to cut a loaf of bread

2. Did anything make the information difficult to understand? 

(Tick all the boxes that apply.)

a. You couldn’t hear what was being said.

b. There was too much information.

c. The speaker spoke too slowly.

d. You couldn’t get any cues from the speaker.

e. The information was muddled.

f. There were no sequence markers.

g. The speaker spoke too quickly.

h. The speaker was too loud.

3. What would have made the speaker easier to understand?

(Tick all the boxes that apply.)

a. speak louder

b. speak more clearly

c. use eye contact

d. speak more quickly

e. speak more slowly

f. repeat the information

g. use sequence markers
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Listen for detail. Understand sequence markers.

3. All in order 3

Your tutor is going to give you some information. Listen to it, then answer these
questions. Tick the boxes to show your answers.

1. As you listen to the information, put a tick next to the words and phrases that you hear.

At the start Firstly At the beginning To start with 

Secondly Then Next After a while

Meanwhile Finally Last of all In the end

Lastly 

2. What was the information about?

a. office machines at AutoParts b. staff training at AutoParts

c. how to send a fax d. how to use the AutoParts fax machine

3. Was the speaker... (Tick all the boxes that apply.)

a. clear b. muddled

c. difficult to understand d. easy to understand

4. What made this information easier to understand? (Tick all the boxes that apply.)

a. You could hear what was being said.

b. There was the right amount of information.

c. The speaker spoke at the right pace.

d. The speaker looked at you.

e. The information was given in a sensible order.

f. The speaker repeated the information.

g. The speaker used clear sequence markers.
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skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 2

Listen for the main points.

4. The main points 1

4

When you listen for the main points, you need to pay close attention to the person who is
speaking and then decide which parts are more important than the rest. When people speak,
they may give you clues to the main points by their particular tone of voice, or they may
repeat the most important points. 

You may find that you cannot listen for the main points without listening closely to the detail.
This doesn’t mean that you have to remember every single word that is said, but you should
listen out for key words such as the names of people or places and costs, times and dates. 

Your tutor is going to make some announcements. Listen carefully to each one and
then answer the questions.

Script 1 1. What is the announcement about?

2. What are the main points?

Script 2 1. What is the announcement about?

2. What are the main points?

Script 3 1. What is the announcement about?

2. What are the main points?

Script 4 1. What is the announcement about?

2. What are the main points?
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Listen for the main points.

5. The main points 2

Your tutor is going to give you some information. Listen carefully to each item and
then answer the questions. You can ask your tutor to make clear the information given
to you.

Script 1 1. What is the information about?

2. What are the main points?

Script 2 1. What is the information about?

2. What are the main points?

Script 3 1. What is the information about?

2. What are the main points?
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Listen for detail.

6. The nitty gritty 1

6

When you listen for detail, you don’t have to remember every single word that is said, but you
should listen out for key words such as the names of people or places and costs, times and
dates. If you are listening to someone on the phone or face-to-face, you can ask the speaker to
make the meaning clear. Listening for detail in announcements can be more difficult as you
won’t be able to ask any questions.

Your tutor is going to make some announcements. Listen carefully to each one and
then answer the questions.

Script 1 1. What is the flight number?

2. What is the destination?

3. What gate should passengers go to?

4. When will the flight depart?

Script 2 1. Which passengers are late for boarding?

2. Where are they travelling to?

3. What is the flight number?

4. When will the flight depart?

Script 3 1. What airline’s flight is delayed?

2. At what gate will the flight board?

3. What time will the flight depart?

4. Who should go to the information point at once?
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Listen for detail.

7. The nitty gritty 2

Your tutor is going to give you some information. Listen carefully to each item and
then answer the questions. You can ask your tutor to make clear the information given
to you.

Script 1 1. What type of instructor assesses new members?

2. What does the assessment consist of?

3. How long will the assessment last?

4. What will happen right after the assessment?

5. Why does the instructor do the first session of
the exercise programme with members?

6. How soon will the exercise programme be reviewed?

Script 2 1. Where do new employees spend their first morning?

2. What will happen while new employees spend
time with the personnel department?

3. Who do new employees work with on their first
afternoon?

4. What two forms will new employees fill in on their
first day?

5. When will new employees start to serve customers?

6. What training will new employees get during their
first week?

Script 3 1. Which staff are going on a training course?

2. What are they going to learn?

3. On what date does the course start?

4. How long does the course last?

5. What time and on what day will staff leave the factory?

6. Who should staff collect an information pack from?
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Listen to and understand explanations.

8. Tell me why... 1

8

If you are given an explanation you need to listen carefully to it. Explanations give you reasons
for things, for example why something has happened or why you should carry out a certain
action.

When someone gives an explanation they are likely to use particular words and phrases such
as: n because

n the reason for that
n so that
n otherwise.

If you are unclear about the reasons given, you can tell the person giving the explanation and
ask them to explain further.

Your tutor is going to give you an explanation. Listen to it carefully. While you are
listening, mark how many times your tutor says these words/phrases:

n because
n the reason for that
n so that.

Now repeat the explanation to your partner as accurately as you can.

Your tutor is going to repeat the explanation. Use your partner’s notes to check how
accurate your explanation was.
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Listen to and understand explanations.

9. Tell me why... 2

Your tutor is going to give you an explanation. Listen to it carefully. While you are
listening, mark how many times your tutor says these words/phrases:

n because
n the reason for this
n so that.

Now repeat the explanation to your partner as accurately as you can.

Your tutor is going to repeat the explanation. Use your partner’s notes to check how
accurate your explanation was.
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Identify opinions and feelings.

10. What do you mean? 1

10

A fact is something that you can prove is true, for example “It is raining today.” An opinion is
someone’s personal point of view. An opinion lets someone know your personal feelings, for
example “I don’t like rain.” Not everyone will agree with you.
You may hear the following phrases:

n To have “a high (or low) opinion” of something means to think that 
someone or something is good (or bad).
He has a low opinion of himself.

n “That’s a matter of opinion” – people say this to show that they disagree 
with something that has just been said.
“Anyway, it’s not too late.” “That’s a matter of opinion.”

n To have “a difference of opinion” – means to disagree.
They had a difference of opinion about who should drive.

When people express opinions they tend to start off by saying certain key phrases. These may
include: n I think that...

n I believe that...
n I don’t think that...
n I feel...
n I like...
n I don’t like...

Your tutor is going to make some statements. Listen carefully to each one and identify
the feelings or opinions in each one.

Statement 1 1. Is the opinion positive or negative?

2. What did your tutor say s/he liked/disliked?

Statement 2 1. Is the opinion positive or negative?

2. What did your tutor say s/he liked/disliked?

Statement 3 1. Is the opinion positive, negative or neutral?

2. What did your tutor say s/he wanted to do?

Statement 4 1. Is the opinion positive or negative?

2. What did your tutor say s/he thought?
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Identify opinions and feelings.

11. What do you mean? 2

Your tutor is going to give you some information. Listen carefully to each item and
then answer the questions. You can ask your tutor to make clear the information given
you.

Statement 5 1. Is the opinion positive or negative?

2. What did your tutor say s/he liked/disliked?

Statement 6 1. Is the opinion positive or negative?

2. What did your tutor say s/he liked/disliked?

Statement 7 1. Is the opinion positive or negative?

2. What did your tutor say s/he liked/disliked?

Statement 8 1. Is the opinion positive or negative?

2. What did the tutor say s/he liked/disliked?

Statement 9 1. Is the opinion positive or negative?

2. What did your tutor say s/he liked/disliked?

Statement 10 1. Is the opinion positive, negative or neutral?

2. What were your tutor’s feelings?
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Ask questions to clarify understanding.

12. Can I just ask...? 1

12

If you are listening to someone speak and you are unsure what they mean, you may need to
ask questions to make sure that you have understood properly.

You may need to ask the person to repeat information. There are three important things to
remember when you need to find out some information.

1. You should find out exactly what information you need.

2. You need to turn this into a question.

3. Ask the question in a suitable manner.

Jo is one of the receptionists at the Old Hall Hotel. A guest wants her to find out about 
playing golf. She is going to ring the local golf club. She therefore needs to find out:

n if the club accepts day members

n if so, how much a round of golf would cost

n the club’s opening times.

An appropriate way to find out this information would be as follows:

“Hello, I’m calling from the Old Hall Hotel on behalf of one of our guests. She would like to
come and play golf. Can you tell me if you accept day members and how much this would
cost, please?”

Jo would then listen to the response.

If the club does take day members she would then say:

“Thank you. Could you tell me your opening times please?”

If the club does not take day members Jo would thank them and say goodbye.

1. You are a vegetarian and want to eat dinner at the Old Hall Hotel. Listen to what 
the waiter tells you. Do you need to ask any further questions? What would you 
ask?

2. You are staying at the Old Hall Hotel and want to book a session on the sunbed. 
Listen to what the leisure club receptionist tells you. Do you need to ask any 
further questions? What would you ask?

3. You have called the Old Hall Hotel to find out if they can cater for a party of 
twenty. Listen to what the receptionist tells you. Do you need to ask any further 
questions? What would you ask?

Read this list of situations. Plan what questions you would ask. Then role-play, asking
questions with a partner or your tutor.
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Ask questions to clarify understanding.

13. Can I just ask...? 2

Read this list of situations. Plan what questions you would ask. Then role-play, asking
questions with a partner or your tutor.

4. You are shopping at Blackwell’s Supermarket and can’t find the eggs. An assistant 
tells you that they are on Aisle 8. Do you need to ask any further questions? What 
would you ask?

5. You are at Blackwell’s Supermarket and need a trolley. An assistant tells you that 
they are available in the trolley bays and you need to operate them with a coin. 
Do you need to ask any further questions? What would you ask?

6. You are at the checkout at Blackwell’s Supermarket when the assistant tells you 
that there are two broken eggs in the box you’ve chosen. Do you need to ask 
further questions? What would you ask?

7. You work at AutoParts and need to leave an hour early to go to the doctor. What 
question/s would you ask your supervisor? Do you need to ask any further 
questions? What would you ask?

8. You have been given directions to reach AutoParts and are lost. What question/s 
would you ask when you call them? Do you need to ask any further questions? 
What would you ask?

9. You have a parcel to deliver to AutoParts and are running late. You aren’t certain 
that you will reach them by 5 pm. What question/s would you ask when you call 
them? Do you need to ask any further questions? What would you ask?
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Follow discussions and make appropriate contributions.

14. Let’s talk 1

14

In work and at leisure, you will often have to discuss issues in groups. Being able to take part
in discussions effectively is important.

Some people take over and don’t let others speak. Some people can be very shy and don’t
speak up in a group. When you are taking part in a discussion these are important points to
remember.

n Listen carefully to what people are saying instead of planning what you are going 
to say next

n Keep your contributions focused on the topic
n Try not to interrupt others
n Try to make sure that everyone has a chance to speak.

Your tutor is going to chair a discussion. When the discussion is over review your
contributions. Read this list and circle your answers.

1. Did you contribute to the discussion? a. Yes b. No

2. Did everyone have a chance to speak? a. Yes b. No

3. Did you listen to others... ? a. all of the time
b. most of the time
c. some of the time

4. While others were speaking did you smile or acknowledge their points of view?
a. Yes b. No

5. Were your contributions... ? a. too much
b. the right amount
c. too little 

6. Were your contributions...? a. always appropriate
b. mostly appropriate
c. not appropriate

7. What was the discussion about?

8. Summarise the opinions given.
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Follow discussions and make appropriate contributions.

15. Let’s talk 2

Look at your review of the last discussion. List any weak points in the box. 

Your tutor is going to chair another discussion. Take part in the discussion. Try to
improve on your weak points. When the discussion is over review your contributions.
Read this list and circle your answers.

1. Did you contribute to the discussion? a. Yes b. No

2. Did everyone have a chance to speak? a. Yes b. No

3. Did you listen to others... ? a. all of the time
b. most of the time
c. some of the time

4. While others were speaking did you smile or acknowledge their points of view?
a. Yes b. No

5. Were your contributions... ? a. too much
b. the right amount
c. too little 

6. Were your contributions...? a. always appropriate
b. mostly appropriate
c. not appropriate

7. What was the discussion about?

8. Summarise the opinions given.
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Listen for gist and detail. Use appropriate language. Ask and answer questions.

16. Hotel – in the restaurant

16

Carry out the tasks on Section 1 of the CDROM.

Read the scenario and then carry out the tasks in pairs. Ask your tutor if you need
help in reading any of the words.

Tasks

Scenario Continue the role-play between Mr Evans and the waitress.

1. The person playing the role of Mr Evans should ask some more questions
about the restaurant food in an appropriate manner:

n What vegetables come with the meal?

n What puddings are available?

2. The person playing the role of the waitress should respond to the
questions in an appropriate manner. You can make up the answers as you
go along. The purpose of the task is to use appropriate language in a
formal situation.
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Listen for gist and detail. Use appropriate language. Ask and answer questions.

17. Hotel – slimming weekend

Carry out the tasks on Section 2 of the CDROM.

Read the scenario and then carry out the tasks in pairs. Ask your tutor if you need
help in reading any of the words.

Scenario Continue the role-play between Julie and Lisa.

Tasks 1. The person playing the role of Lisa should ask some more questions
about exercise and food in an appropriate manner:

n What sort of exercise should I do?

n What food should I avoid?

2. The person playing the role of the fitness instructor should respond to
the questions in an appropriate manner. You can make up the answers
as you go along. 

Examples of aerobic exercise include walking, jogging, swimming, cycling and
aerobics classes. Healthy eating means eating five portions of fruit and
vegetables a day as part of a varied diet. Foods to avoid, or eat in moderation,
include sweets, chocolates, cakes, pastries, pizzas and pies. The purpose of the
task is to use appropriate language in a formal situation.
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Listen for gist and detail. Use appropriate language. Identify feelings and opinion.
Ask and answer questions.

18. Hotel – leisure club

18

Carry out the tasks on Section 3 of the CDROM.

Read the scenario and then carry out the tasks in pairs. Ask your tutor if you need
help in reading any of the words.

Scenario Continue the role-play between John and Julie, the fitness instructors.

Tasks 1. The person playing the role of Julie should get annoyed with John and
express her feelings.

2. The person playing the role of John should identify Julie’s feelings and
deal with the situation in an appropriate manner. You should make up the
conversation as you go along. The purpose of the task is to use
appropriate language in a difficult situation.
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Listen for gist and detail. Understand instructions. Ask and answer questions.

19. Hotel – locking up

Carry out the tasks on Section 4 of the CDROM.

Read the scenario and then carry out the tasks in pairs. Ask your tutor if you need
help in reading any of the words.

Scenario Continue the role-play between Mr Evans and the waitress.

Tasks 1. The person playing the role of Mr Evans should ask some more questions
about the hotel in an appropriate manner:

n What time is the swimming pool open on Tuesday morning?

n What time is the swimming pool open on Wednesday morning?

2. The person playing the role of the waitress should use the timetable to
answer Mr Evans’ questions in an appropriate manner. The purpose of
the task is to use appropriate language in a formal situation.

Swimming pool
Opening Times Monday 8 – 11 am 6 – 10 pm

Tuesday 8 – 11 am 6 – 10 pm
Wednesday 7 – 11 am 6 – 10 pm
Thursday 8 – 11 am 6 – 10 pm
Friday 8 – 11 am 6 – 11 pm
Saturday 8 – 11 am 1 – 10 pm
Sunday 8 – 11 am 1 – 10 pm

Lockers £1.00 coin. Lifeguard on duty at all times.
Parties catered for.

Telephone 01822 504450 for details.
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skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 2

Make requests. Express ideas clearly. 

20. Hotel – complaining about breakfast 1

20

Role-play is when you act out a part. The activities in this book include a lot of role-play. This
role-play is set in the Old Hall Hotel’s restaurant. The task is for two people. One will play the
part of the waiter or waitress and the other will be a guest staying at the hotel. 

This sheet of information is for the guest. As a guest you may need to:

n listen carefully and follow instructions
n ask for specific things
n listen carefully to responses. 

Read the information, then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help reading
any of the words. 

Tasks

Scenario You are having breakfast in the hotel’s dining room. You have eaten half of
your cooked breakfast but you don’t like it. 

1. Call the waiter over and tell them that you don’t like your breakfast. It is
important that your complaint is your personal opinion and not a fact. 

2. Listen to the waiter’s response. Then complete the checklist below. 

1. Did the waiter clearly identify your feelings? 

2. Did you feel that the waiter understood your complaint? 

3. Did the waiter maintain eye contact while you were speaking? 

4. Would you have been happy with the waiter’s response? 

5. Why/why not?

Your partner has completed a checklist on your performance. You should both
compare notes and discuss your findings.
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21skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 2

Listen to and identify opinions. Respond appropriately.

21. Hotel – complaining about breakfast 2

This role-play is set in the Old Hall Hotel’s restaurant. The task is for two people. One will play
the part of the waiter or waitress and the other will be a guest staying at the hotel. 

This sheet of information is for the waiter. As a waiter you will need to:

n make your guest feel welcome
n speak clearly so that they can understand you
n listen carefully to make sure you understand what the guest wants
n create a good impression by being courteous and polite.

Read the information and then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Tasks

Scenario You are serving breakfast in the restaurant when a guest calls you over.

Listen to what the guest has to say and respond in a suitable manner. Then
complete the checklist below. 

1. Did the guest express themself clearly? 

2. Were you able to identify their feelings? 

3. What were they?

4. Did the guest maintain eye contact while you were speaking? 

5. Do you think the guest was happy with your response? 

6. Why/why not?

Your partner has completed a checklist on your performance. You should both
compare notes and discuss your findings.
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skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 2

Ask and answer questions.

22. Hotel – party plans 1

22

This role-play is set in one of the Old Hall Hotel’s function rooms. The task is for two people.
One will play the part of the banqueting manager and the other will be a waiter. This sheet of
information is for the banqueting manager. As a manager you will need to:

n give clear instructions to your workers
n make sure that your staff understand what is expected of them
n listen carefully to any difficulties or problems staff may have
n treat staff well.

Read the scenario and then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Scenario You are making arrangements for a large party. You have given instructions
to all staff who will be serving the guests.

Tasks 1. Ask if your staff have understood what is expected of them. 

2. When the waiter asks you what they should be doing, explain that they
will be carrying drinks round on trays as guests arrive. Ask if they have
poured champagne for guests before.

3. If the waiter has poured champagne before they will be working under
Anne O’Dowd and should report to her at 7 pm. Listen to the waiter’s
response.

4. Once the drinks have finished, waiters will report to the kitchen and will
be working in groups of three under a supervisor. If they are not serving
the top table they will be allocated a table later that evening. 
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23skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 2

Ask and answer questions.

23. Hotel – party plans 2

This role-play is set in one of the Old Hall Hotel’s function rooms. The task is for two people.
One will play the part of the banqueting manager and the other will be a waiter. This sheet of
information is for the waiter. As a waiter you will need to:

n listen carefully and follow instructions from management and guests
n ask for specific things
n listen carefully to their responses. 

Read the scenario and then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Tasks

Scenario You have been listening to the banqueting manager making arrangements
for a large party. One group of waiters has been instructed to serve the top
table. You are not sure what your role will be.

1. When the manager asks if you know what you are meant to be doing, ask
what you should be doing.

2. Listen to the manager’s response and answer “Yes” to the question.

3. When the manager has given you some more detail, ask what you will be
doing once the welcome drinks have finished. 

4. Thank the manager for the explanation.
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skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 2

Give descriptions. Answer questions.

24. Hotel – weekend specials 1

24

The Old Hall Hotel is introducing a winter weekend special offer to encourage more customers
to visit the hotel during the quieter months. This role-play is set in one of the offices at the Old
Hall Hotel. The task is for two people. One will play the part of the marketing manager and
the other will be a receptionist. This sheet of information is for the marketing manager. As a
manager you will need to:

n give clear instructions to your workers
n make sure that your staff understand what is expected of them
n listen carefully to any difficulties or problems staff may have
n treat staff well.

Read the information and then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Scenario You are making arrangements for a large party. You have given instructions
to all staff who will be serving the guests.

Tasks 1. Read the information about the weekend special offers carefully to make
sure that you know all about the offer before you brief your member of
staff. 

2. Give a full description of the weekend special offer to your member of
staff.

3. Ask your member of staff if they have any questions about the weekend
special offers.

4. Respond appropriately to the questions.
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25skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 2

Listen and respond to descriptions. Ask questions to clarify understanding.

25. Hotel – weekend specials 2

The Old Hall Hotel is introducing a winter weekend special offer to encourage more customers
to visit the hotel during the quieter months. This role-play is set in one of the offices at the Old
Hall Hotel. The task is for two people. One will play the part of the marketing manager and
the other will be a receptionist. This sheet of information is for the receptionist. As a 
receptionist you will need to:

n listen carefully and follow instructions from both management and guests
n have a good knowledge of the hotel and its services to be able to respond to 
customer questions and requests.

Read the scenario and then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Scenario You are going to listen to the marketing manager telling you and the other
receptionists about the new weekend special offers. The offers have been
advertised in the national and local press and the hotel is expecting a lot of
interest, so you have to make sure that you understand all the relevant
details.

Tasks 1. Listen carefully to the manager’s description of the winter weekend
special offers. You may take notes.

2. When the manager has finished speaking, ask questions to make sure
that you have fully understood all the details. 

When you have completed the role-play, fill in this checklist about your partner’s
performance.

Checklist

1. Did the manager maintain eye contact with you while speaking? 

2. Did the manager describe the weekend breaks clearly? 

3. Were you able to understand the differences between the types of weekend breaks? 

4. Were the terms and conditions made clear? 

5. What were they?
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skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 2

Follow discussions and make appropriate contributions.

26. Hotel – holiday scheme

26

The Old Hall Hotel is planning to start a holiday scheme for employees with children aged 5 to
12 years. It will operate on-site during all school holidays, except the period between
Christmas and New Year. The hotel will pay for half the costs of each child taking part in the
scheme. 

Your tutor is going to chair a discussion about the Old Hall Hotel’s holiday scheme
plans. Use the information about the scheme to form your ideas to put forward during
the discussion. When the discussion is over review your contributions. Read this list
and circle your answers.

1. Did you contribute to the discussion? a. Yes b. No

2. Did everyone have a chance to speak? a. Yes b. No

3. Did you listen to others... ? a. all of the time
b. most of the time
c. some of the time

4. While others were speaking did you smile or acknowledge their points of view?
a. Yes b. No

5. Were your contributions... ? a. too much
b. the right amount
c. too little 

6. Were your contributions... ? a. always appropriate
b. mostly appropriate
c. not appropriate

7. What was the discussion about?

8. Summarise the opinions given.
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27skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 2

Give and receive instructions.

27. Hotel – set a place

This role-play is for two people. One will be a supervisor at the Old Hall Hotel and the
other will be a waiter. 

You are going take the part of a supervisor who is giving instructions to the new
waiter. Use the diagram and the instructions below to describe how to lay a place
setting to your partner. Your partner will listen and may ask you questions. Respond
to the questions in an appropriate manner. 

n The plate goes in the middle on top of the placemat.

n The napkin is held by a napkin ring and should go on top of the plate in a 6 o’clock
position.

n The larger knife and fork are for the main course. They go either side of the plate. They 
should sit right next to the plate. The knife goes on the right. The fork goes on the left. 

n The smaller knife and fork are for the starters. They sit on the outside of the larger knife and
fork.

n The dessert spoon and second smaller fork are laid above the plate with the spoon handle 
on the right-hand side and the fork handle on the left-hand side. The spoon goes above the 
fork.

n The side plate goes to the left of the place setting. The second smaller knife should be laid 
across this plate.
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skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 2

Listen for gist and detail. Understand instructions. Ask and answer questions.

28. Supermarket – directions

28

Carry out the tasks on Section 5 of the CDROM.

Read the scenario and then carry out the tasks in pairs. Ask your tutor if you need
help in reading any of the words.

Scenario Continue the role-play between the assistant and the customer.

Tasks 1. The person playing the role of the customer should ask some more
questions about the supermarket in an appropriate manner:

n What time does the supermarket close on Monday evening?

n What are the opening hours on Sunday?

n Does the supermarket have late night shopping?

2. The person playing the role of the assistant should use the timetable on
page 68 to answer the customers’ questions in an appropriate manner.
The purpose of the task is to use appropriate language in a formal
situation.
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29skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 2

Listen for detail. Understand descriptions. Give descriptions.

29. Supermarket – new uniforms

Carry out the tasks on Section 6 of the CDROM.

Read the scenario and then carry out the tasks in pairs. Ask your tutor if you need
help in reading any of the words.

Scenario Continue role-playing giving and listening to descriptions.

Tasks 1. Use the images your tutor gives you to take turns in:

n describing someone from a group photo

n identifying someone from a group photo
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Listen for detail. Follow discussions. Identify opinion.

30. Supermarket – management meeting

30

Carry out the tasks on Section 7 of the CDROM.

Read the scenario and then carry out the tasks in small groups. Ask your tutor if you
need help in reading any of the words.

Scenario Role-play a management meeting.

Tasks 1. Use the situation below to role-play a management meeting. Make sure
that you express your opinions clearly and identify the opinions of others.
You should use appropriate language and tone. As a group you should
come up with at least two possible solutions to the problem.

Five checkout staff have handed in their notice for various reasons. The
personnel manager has found out that the real reason for the resignations is
that there has been a clash of personalities between one of the checkout
supervisors and some of the checkout staff. The personnel manager is furious
that this has led to resignations. The general manager is more relaxed about
it, believing that the supervisor is a more valued member of staff. The
groceries manager is worried that more resignations may follow.
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Follow discussions. Listen for detail. Identify opinion.

31. Supermarket – dry cleaners

Carry out the tasks on Section 8 of the CDROM.

Read the scenario and then carry out the tasks in pairs. Ask your tutor if you need
help in reading any of the words.

Scenario Role-play a telephone conversation.

Tasks 1. Use the situation below to role-play a telephone conversation between a
supermarket manager and a supplier. Make sure that you express your
opinions clearly and identify the opinions of others. You should use
appropriate language and tone. You should come up with at least two
possible solutions to the problem.

The supermarket has been using the same flour supplier for three years. At
first the service provided by the flour supplier was excellent, but lately
deliveries have been delayed by up to three days and sometimes the wrong
grade of flour has been delivered. On some days this has badly affected bread
production. The supermarket manager is annoyed about the situation and is
thinking about changing suppliers. The flour supplier needs to assure the
supermarket that the situation will change and to apologise for the mistakes.
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Listen to and identify opinions. Respond appropriately.

32. Supermarket – deli counter range 1

32

Role-play is when you act out a part. The activities in this book include a lot of role-play. This
role-play is set at Blackwell’s deli counter. The task is for two people. One will play the part of
the manager and the other will be the deli counter supervisor. 

This sheet of information is for the manager. As a manager you may need to:

n give instructions clearly
n make decisions
n listen carefully to responses. 

Read the information, then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help reading
any of the words. 

Scenario The deli counter supervisor has asked if the supermarket will change the
supplier of salami. You have just signed a one-year contract with the supplier
and will not be able to change it.

Tasks 1. Explain your decision to the supervisor – do not apologise.

2. Listen to the supervisor’s reaction and respond appropriately. Then
complete the checklist below.

1. Did the supervisor describe clearly why this change is needed? 

2. Were you able to identify the supervisor’s feelings? 

3. What were they?

4. Did the supervisor maintain eye contact while you were speaking? 

5. Do you think the supervisor was happy with your response? 

6. Why/why not?

Your partner has completed a checklist on your performance. You should both
compare notes and discuss your findings.
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Make requests. Express ideas clearly.

33. Supermarket – deli counter range 2

This role-play is set at Blackwell’s deli counter. The task is for two people. One will play the
part of the manager and the other will be the deli counter supervisor. 

This sheet of information is for the supervisor. As a supervisor you will need to:

n liaise between workers and managers
n carry out management decisions
n act on your own initiative.

Read the information and then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Task

Scenario You have asked your manager if Blackwell’s can change the supplier of
salami. Your workers have been complaining about the way it is packed and
say that the wrappings are very similar and meats are easily muddled. You
think that the manager will agree to your request. If the manager does not
agree you will be very frustrated because you think that other suppliers
provide similar quality meat in better packaging and this would help your
staff work more efficiently.

Listen to the manager’s response to your request and respond in a suitable
manner. Listen to the manager’s comments after you have made your feelings
clear. Then complete the checklist below. 

1. Did the manager clearly identify your feelings? 

2. Did you feel that the manager understood your complaint? 

3. Did the manager maintain eye contact while you were speaking? 

4. Would you have been happy with the manager’s response? 

5. Why/why not?

Your partner has completed a checklist on your performance. You should both
compare notes and discuss your findings.
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Ask and answer questions.

34. Supermarket – opening hours 1

34

This role-play is set in Blackwell’s Supermarket. The task is for two people. One will play the
part of a member of staff and the other will be a customer. This sheet of information is for the
customer. As a customer you will need to:

n ask any questions you may have clearly
n listen carefully to the answers.

Read the information and then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Tasks

Scenario You work shifts and want to find out about the supermarket’s opening hours.

1. Ask the member of staff what time the supermarket opens on weekdays.
Listen to the response.

2. Ask the member of staff what time the supermarket opens on Saturdays.
Listen to the response.

3. Ask the member of staff if Blackwell’s has late night shopping and to give
you the details. Listen to the response.

4. Ask the member of staff if the supermarket is open on Sundays.

5. Thank the member of staff for answering your questions.
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Ask and answer questions. Greet people.

35. Supermarket – opening hours 2

This role-play is set in Blackwell’s Supermarket. The task is for two people. One will play the
part of a member of staff and the other will be a customer. This sheet of information is for the
member of staff. As a member of staff you will need to:

n greet customers
n speak clearly so that customers can understand you
n listen carefully to make sure you understand any questions customers might ask
n create a good impression by being courteous and polite.

Read the information and then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Tasks

Scenario You are stacking the fridges in the dairy section when a customer stops you.

1. Greet the customer appropriately.

2. Use the information about Blackwell’s opening hours below to answer the
customer’s questions.

3. When the customer has finished speaking ask if you can help them with
anything else.

Opening hours

Monday 8 o’clock – 6 o’clock
Tuesday 8 o’clock – 6 o’clock
Wednesday 8 o’clock – 10 o’clock
Thursday 8 o’clock – 6 o’clock
Friday 8 o’clock – 8 o’clock
Saturday 7 o’clock – 6 o’clock
Sunday 11 o’clock – 5 o’clock
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Give descriptions. Answer questions.

36. Supermarket – new bangers 1

36

Blackwell’s Supermarket is introducing a new range of specialty sausages for sale on the deli
counter. This role-play is set in one of the offices at Blackwell’s Supermarket. The task is for two
people. One will play the part of the product development manager and the other will be the
deli counter supervisor. This sheet of information is for the product development manager. As
a manager you will need to:

n give clear instructions to your workers
n make sure that your staff understand what is expected of them
n listen carefully to any difficulties or problems staff may have
n treat staff well.

Read the information and then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Tasks

Scenario You are telling the deli counter staff about the new range of sausages. 
The butcher has just won a national award for his sausages and the
supermarket is expecting a lot of interest, so your team needs to know 
all about the new products.

1. Read the information about the new range carefully to make sure that
you know all about the sausages before you brief your member of staff. 

2. Give a full description of the new range to your member of staff.

3. Ask your member of staff if they have any questions about the new range
of sausages.

4. Respond appropriately to the questions. 
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Listen and respond to descriptions. Ask questions to clarify understanding.

37. Supermarket – new bangers 2

Blackwell’s Supermarket is introducing a new range of specialty sausages for sale on the deli
counter. This role-play is set in one of the offices at Blackwell’s Supermarket. The task is for two
people. One will play the part of the product development manager and the other will be a
deli counter worker. This sheet of information is for the deli counter worker. As a worker on the
deli counter you will need to:

n listen carefully to customers and prepare their orders
n have a good knowledge of the products you sell on the deli counter 
n be able to answer customer’s questions
n create a good impression by being courteous and polite.

Read the information and then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Scenario You are going to listen to the product development manager telling the deli
counter staff about the new range of sausages the supermarket is going to
sell. The butcher has just won a national award for his sausages and the
supermarket is expecting a lot of interest, so you have to make sure that you
understand all the relevant details.

Tasks 1. Listen carefully to the manager’s description of the new range. You may
take notes.

2. When the manager has finished speaking, ask questions to make sure
that you have fully understood all the details. 

When you have completed the role-play, answer these questions about your partner’s
performance.

1. Did the manager maintain eye contact with you while speaking? 

2. Did the manager describe the new sausages clearly? 

3. Were you able to understand the background about the butcher? 

4. Were the types of sausages that you will be stocking now made clear? 

5. What were they?
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Follow discussions and make appropriate contributions.

38. Supermarket – uniform

38

Blackwell’s Supermarket is thinking about changing its uniform. The proposal is:

Women
Navy blue skirt
Sky blue blouse
Navy gilet or navy V-necked jumper
Tan tights
Navy or black shoes

Your tutor is going to chair a discussion about Blackwell’s plans for a new uniform.
Use the information about the uniform to form your ideas to put forward during the
discussion. When the discussion is over, review your contributions. Read this list and
circle your answers. 

1. Did you contribute to the discussion? a. Yes b. No

2. Did everyone have a chance to speak? a. Yes b. No

3. Did you listen to others... ? a. all of the time
b. most of the time
c. some of the time

4. While others were speaking did you smile or acknowledge their points of view?
a. Yes b. No

5. Were your contributions... ? a. too much
b. the right amount
c. too little 

6. Were your contributions... ? a. always appropriate
b. mostly appropriate
c. not appropriate

7. What was the discussion about?

8. Summarise the opinions given.

Men
Navy blue trousers
Sky blue shirt
Navy gilet or navy V-necked jumper
Navy blue tie
Navy or black shoes
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Give and receive instructions.

39. Supermarket – pack the bags

This role-play is for two people. One will be a supervisor at Blackwell’s Supermarket
and the other will be a trainee cashier. 

You are going take the part of a supervisor who is giving instructions to the trainee on
how to pack customer’s shopping. Use the diagram and the instructions below to
describe how to pack the bags to your partner. Your partner will listen and may ask
you questions. Respond to the questions in an appropriate manner. 

Goods should be packed according to weight – pack the heaviest items first and the lightest last.

n Heavy items such as tins, jars and bottles should go in the bottom of the bag.

n Then you should pack items with firm card or plastic packing, such as tubs of margarine,
yogurts and soaps.

n On top of the harder goods place goods packed in plastic bags, such as pasta and rice.

n The lighter goods go next such as spices and stock cubes.

n Delicate goods, such as eggs, bread, cakes and pies, should be placed at the very top of
the bag where they can’t get squashed.

If the customer has a lot of shopping, pack cold items in a separate bag.
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Understand instructions. Sequence instructions. Listen for detail. Ask and answer
questions.

40. Factory – team building

40

Carry out the tasks on Section 9 of the CDROM.

Read the scenario and then carry out the tasks in pairs. Ask your tutor if you need
help in reading any of the words.

Scenario Continue the role-play between the Personnel Manager and a member of
staff.

Tasks 1. The person playing the role of the member of staff should ask some
questions about the training in an appropriate manner:

n Where can you smoke when you get to the hotel?

n What time will you get back to the factory?

n Will I get a certificate for taking part in the training?

2. The person playing the role of the personnel manager should respond to
the questions in an appropriate manner. You can make up the answers as
you go along. The purpose of the task is to use appropriate language in a
work situation.
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Identify body language. 

41. Factory – work instructions

Carry out the tasks on Section 10 of the CDROM.

Read the scenario and then carry out the tasks in pairs. Ask your tutor if you need
help in reading any of the words.

Scenario Role-play identifying body language.

Tasks 1. See if your partner is able to identify non-verbal communication correctly
by demonstrating the following via body language and tone of voice:

n anger

n sadness

n happiness

n interest

n curiosity

n boredom.
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Follow discussions. Listen for detail. Ask and answer questions.

42. Factory – award

42

Carry out the tasks on Section 11 of the CDROM.

Read the scenario and then carry out the tasks in pairs. Ask your tutor if you need
help in reading any of the words.

Scenario Continue the role-play between Joe O’Connor and Helen Brightman.

Tasks 1. The person playing the role of Joe O’Connor should ask some questions
about the awards ceremony in an appropriate manner:

n Where is the ceremony taking place?

n Do you think we should organise transport from the factory?

n What do you think about getting some press coverage? Maybe we 
could present a long service award to one of our staff on the same 
night?

2. The person playing the role of the personnel manager should respond to
the questions in an appropriate manner. You can make up the answers as
you go along. The purpose of the task is to use appropriate language in a
work situation.
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Understand instructions. Give and receive instructions.

43. Factory – fire action

Carry out the tasks on Section 12 of the CDROM.

Read the scenario and then carry out the tasks in pairs. Ask your tutor if you need
help in reading any of the words.

Scenario Role-play giving and receiving instructions. 

Tasks 1. One person should use these diagrams to tell the other person about
driving a forklift truck.

2. The person listening to the instructions should not look at the diagrams.
They should ask questions to make sure that they fully understand the
instructions.
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Make requests. Express ideas clearly.

44. Factory – time off 1

44

Role-play is when you act out a part. The activities in this book include a lot of role-play. This
role-play is set on AutoParts factory floor. The task is for two people. One will play the part of
the supervisor and the other will be a production worker. 

This sheet of information is for the supervisor. As a supervisor you may need to:

n give instructions clearly
n make decisions
n listen carefully to responses.

Read the information, then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help reading
any of the words. 

Tasks

Scenario One of your workers has asked for the afternoon off to watch their son’s
school play. It is not convenient and you are not going to allow them to take
the afternoon off.

1. Explain your decision to the worker but do not apologise.

2. Listen to the worker’s reaction and respond appropriately. Then complete
the checklist below.

1. Did the worker explain clearly why the afternoon off was wanted? 

2. Were you able to identify their feelings? 

3. What were they?

4. Did the worker maintain eye contact while you were speaking? 

5. Do you think the worker was happy with your response? 

6. Why/why not?

Your partner has completed a checklist on your performance. You should both
compare notes and discuss your findings.
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Listen to and identify opinions. Respond appropriately.

45. Factory – time off 2

This role-play is set on AutoParts factory floor. The task is for two people. One will play the
part of the supervisor and the other will be a production worker. This sheet of information is
for the production worker. As a production worker you will need to:

n follow instructions
n speak politely to colleagues and superiors
n ask questions to clarify understanding
n make requests using appropriate language and tone.

Read the information and then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Scenario You have asked your supervisor for the afternoon off to watch your son’s
school play. You have never asked for time off for your children before and
other shift workers often do. You are expecting the supervisor to agree. If
they do not let you have the time off you will be very disappointed and a
little angry.

Task 1. Listen to the supervisor’s response to your request for time off and
respond in a suitable manner.

2. Listen to the supervisor’s comments after you have made your feelings
clear. Then complete the checklist below. 

1. Did the supervisor clearly identify your feelings? 

2. Did you feel that the supervisor understood your complaint? 

3. Did the supervisor maintain eye contact while you were speaking? 

4. Would you have been happy with the supervisor’s response? 

5. Why/why not?

Your partner has completed a checklist on your performance. You should both
compare notes and discuss your findings.
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Ask and answer questions.

46. Factory – training timetable 1

46

This role-play is set in the AutoParts factory. The task is for two people. One will play the part
of the personnel manager and the other will be a team leader. This sheet of information is for
the team leader. As a team leader you will need to:

n liaise between workers and managers
n act on your own initiative.

Read the information and then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Scenario You are going to be attending a team leader training course and want to
find out a bit more about it.

Tasks 1. Ask the personnel manager where the course will be. Listen to the
response.

2. Ask the personnel manager how long the course will last. Listen to the
response.

3. Ask the personnel manager what the course will cover. Listen to the
response.

4. Ask the personnel manager how many people will be on the course. Listen
to the response.

5. Thank the personnel manager for answering your questions.
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Ask and answer questions. Greet people.

47. Factory – training timetable 2

This role-play is set in the AutoParts factory. The task is for two people. One will play the part
of the personnel manager and the other will be a team leader. This sheet of information is for
the personnel manager. As a personnel manager you will need to:

n give clear instructions to your workers
n make sure that your staff understand what is expected of them
n listen carefully to any difficulties or problems staff may have
n answer any queries or questions they may have clearly.

Read the information and then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Tasks

Scenario You have arranged for some members of staff to attend a team leader
training course. One person has come to you with some queries about the
training.

1. Greet the team leader appropriately.

2. Use the information about AutoParts team leader training to answer the
team leader’s questions.

3. When the team leader has finished speaking ask if you can help with
anything else.

autoparts
Team leader training

Date: 12 – 14 May      Location: Weston Edge Hotel, Newport      Trainer: Julie Cosgrove
Participants: Mo Salter, Jane Simmons, Derek Joyce, Evan Davies, Dai Grant

Course outline Day One: Leading a team

ß how to delegate 

ß appropriate leadership 

ß developing interpersonal skills 

Day Two: The leader’s role

ß team problem solving 

ß team communication 

ß what makes a good successful team

Day Three: Putting it all together

ß the task 

ß the team 

ß the individual 

Action planning and feedback
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Give descriptions. Answer questions.

48. Factory – summer shutdown 1

48

AutoParts is going to break with the common tradition of a summer shutdown. This role-play is
set on the factory floor. The task is for two people. One will play the part of the personnel
manager and the other will be production worker. This sheet of information is for the 
personnel manager. As a manager you will need to:

n give clear instructions to your workers
n make sure that your staff understand what is expected of them
n listen carefully to any difficulties or problems staff may have
n treat staff well.

Read the information and then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Tasks

Scenario You are telling the production workers about the new arrangements for
summer leave.

1. Read the information about the new arrangements carefully to make sure
that you know all about them before you brief your member of staff. 

2. Give a full description of the new arrangements to your member of staff.

3. Ask your member of staff if they have any questions about the new
arrangements.

4. Respond appropriately to the questions.

The need to keep production levels high has meant that shutting the factory down for three
whole weeks has become a problem. AutoParts management has been talking with the union
and they have now come to an agreement that the plant will no longer shut down for the
traditional three-week summer break. The management team think that this is good for a
number of reasons:
n It will give all production staff an element of choice about when to take their summer 

holiday. Up to a quarter of staff will be able to take holiday in any week during the eight-
week peak summer period of July and August.

n We will be creating about 50 temporary jobs, to cover staff leave and make sure that we 
keep up production levels. Staff will be able to bid for leave during July and August and it 
will be shared out as fairly as possible. 

n AutoParts management thinks that this response to booming production levels will be a 
huge confidence boost for the company. 
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Listen and respond to descriptions. Ask questions to clarify understanding.

49. Factory – summer shutdown 2

AutoParts is going to break with the common tradition of a summer shutdown. This role-play is
set on the factory floor. The task is for two people. One will play the part of the personnel
manager and the other will be a production worker. This sheet of information is for the 
production worker. As a production worker you will need to:

n follow instructions
n speak politely to colleagues and superiors
n ask questions to clarify understanding
n make requests using appropriate language and tone.

Read the information and then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Scenario You are going to listen to the personnel manager telling production workers
about the new arrangements for summer leave. The information will affect
all workers so you have to make sure that you understand all the relevant
details.

Tasks 1. Listen carefully to the personnel manager’s description of the new
arrangements. You may take notes.

2. When the personnel manager has finished speaking, ask questions to
make sure that you have fully understood all the details. 

When you have completed the role-play, fill in this form about your partner’s
performance.

1. Did the manager maintain eye contact with you while speaking? 

2. Did the manager explain the new arrangements clearly? 

3. Were you able to understand the background about the new arrangements? 

4. Were the reasons for the new arrangements made clear? 

5. What were they?
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Give and receive instructions.

50. Factory – greeting visitors 1

50

This role-play is for two people. One will be a supervisor at AutoParts and the other
will be a new receptionist. 

You are going take the part of a supervisor who is training the receptionist. Use the
instructions below to describe how to deal with visitors to the factory. Your partner
will listen and may ask you questions. Respond to the questions in an appropriate
manner.

autoparts
We have a policy for visitors.

All visitors must have an appointment. If they do not have an appointment you can tell them
our policy and arrange an appointment with the appropriate person.

Deliveries must be taken at the loading bays. Do not accept deliveries at reception.

When pre-arranged visitors arrive in reception you should ask them to sign the visitor’s
book. Give them a visitor badge and ask them to take a seat while you call the person they
are visiting. All visitors must be collected from the reception area. Do not allow visitors to
find their own way through the factory.  You should call the person they are visiting and
make sure that the visitor will be collected from reception. Ask how long it will be before
the visitor is collected.

If the visitor will be waiting more than 10 minutes, offer them a drink.
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Give and receive instructions.

51. Factory – greeting visitors 2

This is the second part of the role-play for the AutoParts supervisor and receptionist.
Tell your partner that you are now going check if they have understood the policy for
visitors by role-playing some situations. Ask your partner to respond to you as if you
were a real visitor. Ask your partner if they would like you to go over the visitor’s
policy again before you begin. Respond accordingly.

Script 1 “Hello, can you sign this delivery note, please? The parcel is for Terry Parker.”

Script 2 Tell your partner it is quarter to eleven.
“Hello, I have an appointment with Joe O’Connor at 11 o’clock.”

Script 3 “Hello, I’m here to see James Cooke. I know where his office is, so I’ll just go straight
through.”

Script 4 “Hello, I’d like to leave my CV for the personnel manager. Can you make sure that
she gets it please?”

Script 5 “Hello, I’m from a company called Industrial Services Ltd. I’d like to speak with your
production manager about our range of services.” 
Your partner should ask you if you have an appointment. Tell them that you do not.

Script 6 “Good morning. My name is Claire Weeks from the TGWU. I’ve come to see Mo
Salter.” 
Your partner should ask you if you have an appointment. Tell them that you do.
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Answers

52

Script 3
1. The announcement is about special offers at 
the supermarket.

2. The main points are that:
ß there are half price and buy one get one free
offers in bakery department 

ß there are bargains in wine and spirits 
department

ß there is a 20% off promotion on Australian 
wine.

Script 4
1. The announcement is about production 
stopping an hour early.

2. The main points are that:
ß lines will shut down at 4 pm
ß production staff should change and go to 
board room for IT training

ß staff that can't go should report to Personnel
Department straight away.

5. The main points 2

Script 1
1. The information is about tanning treatments.
2. The main points are that:
ß there are two types of sunbed — lie-down 
and vertical

ß there are instant tanning treatments
ß the customer can see a therapist to discuss 
which would be best.

Script 2
1. The information is about services the 
supermarket offers for catering for parties.

2. The main points are that:
ß large orders need to be placed a day in 
advance by speaking to Mr Duncan

ß to order party food from delicatessen 
customers need to fill in an order form two 
days in advance.

1. All in order 1

1. b.
2. a, d, f, g.
3. a, b, c, f, g.

2. All in order 2

1. c.
2. g.
3. e.

3. All in order 

1. firstly, secondly, then, lastly.
2. d.
3. a, d.
4. a, b, c, d, e, f, g.

4. The main points 1

Script 1 
1. The announcement is about the hotel alarm 
system being tested.

2. The main points are that:
ß the alarm is being tested between 9 am and 
10.30 am. 

ß guests have been informed
ß if the alarm sounds for more then 30 
seconds it is genuine.

Script 2
1. The announcement is about the swimming 
pool which is being closed for routine 
maintenance.

2. The main points are that:
ß the pool will close in 10 minutes time
ß guests need to vacate pool
ß the pool will re—open in 40 minutes
ß while they wait guests can use the Jacuzzi, 
steam room or sauna.
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Answers

Script 3
1. Design team has won the contract to make 
the Land Rover gear box.

2. The main points are that:
ß this is the company's first ever commission 
from Land Rover

ß the first prototype will be delivered within 5 
days

ß lines 7 and 8 will be out of use for a week
ß Terry is rearranging production schedules.

6. The nitty gritty 1

Script 1
1. BA064.
2. Milan
3. 8.
4. 9.30.

Script 2
1. Owen and Carter.
2. Athens.
3. OA266.
4. Ten minutes'

Script 3
1. Virgin Atlantic.
2. 21.
3. 11 am.
4. Passengers with small children and people 
needing help getting to the gate.

7. The nitty gritty 2

Script 1
1. A qualified instructor assesses new members.
2. The assessment consists of a chat with the 
instructor to discuss any medical issues. Then 
there is a fitness assessment where your heart
is monitored while riding the exercise bike.

3. 15 minutes.
4. The instructor will tell you the results of the 
test and draw up an exercise programme.

5. To make sure you know how to use the 
equipment safely.

6. Every 12 weeks.

Script 2
1. The Personnel Department.
2. They will collect uniforms, fill in an emergency 
contact form, talk about Blackwell's standards, 
be shown how to use the clocking-in machine, 
and be given a card.

3. A supervisor
4. An emergency contact form and a form to 
show that they have learned about the 
customer service charter.

5. After the first week of training.
6. Health and safety training and basic food 
handling training.

Script 3
1. All staff in the Parts Department.
2. How to use a new database.
3. Monday 16th October.
4. 2 days
5. Sunday 15th October at 5 pm.
6. Jim, the Warehouse manager.

8. Tell me why... 1

The explanation contains each of the
words/phrases once.

9. Tell me why... 2

The explanation contains "because" twice and
"the reason for this" once.
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Answers
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Statement 9
1. Positive.
2. S/he said that s/he liked the plan.

Statement 10
1. Negative.
2. S/he said that s/he dislikes being ignored.

12—13. Can I just ask...? 1—2

You should discuss your answers with your
teacher.

14—15. Let's talk 1—2

You should discuss your answers with your
teacher.

16. Hotel — in the restaurant

CDROM Section 1
1. Mr Evans ordering a meal in the restaurant (2)
2. Soup followed by fillet steak (3).
3. He wanted chips and his steak cooked 
medium-rare (2).

17. Hotel — slimming weekend

CDROM Section 2
1. 
True
ß Lisa has lost a kilo this weekend (1).
ß Lisa is pleased with her weight loss (3).

False
ß Julie thinks Lisa should have lost more than a 
kilo (2).

ß A kilo is just under two pounds (4).
2. Because losing weight quickly means that you 
are more likely to put it back on (4).

3. Carry on doing aerobic exercise (2).

10. What do you mean? 1

Statement 1
1. Positive.
2. That s/he likes Italian food.

Statement 2
1. Negative.
2. That s/he didn't like the meal at all.

Statement 3
1. Neutral.
2. That s/he wants to leave.

Statement 4
1. Negative.
2. That s/he doesn't think the colour suits you.

11. What do you mean? 2

Statement 5
1. Negative.
2. S/he said that s/he disliked 
swimming.

Statement 6
1. Positive.
2. S/he said that s/he liked your hair 
cut.

Statement 7
1. Negative.
2. S/he said that s/he disliked the film.

Statement 8
1. Negative.
2. S/he said that s/he disliked the fact that you 
were late.
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Answers

18. Hotel — leisure club

CDROM Section 3
1. You can tell that she is annoyed (4).
2. John reluctantly agreed to swap one class with
Julie (1)

3. Julie wanted John to see that he would not 
have to work late if he swapped that class (4).

19. Hotel — locking up

CDROM Section 4
1. 
1. With the arrow pointing down, slide the 
card into the slot (1).

2. Make sure the card touches the bottom (3).
3. Wait for the light to go green (1).
4. Open the door when you hear a click (4).

2. The porter (3).

20—27. Hotel 

You should discuss your answers with your
teacher.

28. Supermarket — directions

CDROM Section 5
1. Go back down Regent Road and Carlton Road.
Turn left on Westgate, then right on Towngate.
Blackwell's is just opposite Spring Gardens (4).

2. At the Doctor's surgery (4).
3. If it is off-street (2).

29. Supermarket — new uniforms

CDROM Section 6
1. Emma (1).
2. John (3).
3. Nick (1).

30. Supermarket — management
meeting

CDROM Section 7
1. A stomach bug has meant that more staff 
have been off sick than usual (4).

2. Tom wants good quality staff to work at 
Blackwell's and he wants to treat them well (4).

3. 
True 
ß Most people think that weekend staffing is a 
problem (3).

ß They agreed to have a full staff meeting (4).

False
ß Sally was angry (1).
ß Sheila was asked to organise posters (2).

31. Supermarket — dry cleaners

CDROM Section 8
1. How to solve the problems with the dry 
cleaning concession in Blackwell's (3).

2. Not at all confident that Ivan would be able to 
sort out the problems (3).

3. At 10 o'clock tomorrow (4).

32—39. Supermarket 
You should discuss your answers with your
teacher.

40. Factory — team building

CDROM Section 9
1. 

1. Meet in reception (2)
2. Leave the factory (3).
3. Start the training session (4).
4. Leave the hotel in Newport (1).
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Answers
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2. Sign the sheet in reception (4).
3. Tell the reception desk if they have any special 
needs for lunch (2).

41. Factory — work instructions

CDROM Section 10
1. He is not listening (3).
2. He is puzzled (4).
3. He is paying attention (4).

42. Factory — award

CDROM Section 11
1. 
True 
ß Joe thinks that all staff should be proud of 
the award (2). 

ß AutoParts has been given 20 seats at the 
ceremony (3).

False
ß Helen wants to raffle seats to the ceremony (1).
ß Joe will choose who goes to the ceremony (2).

2. Welsh Automotive company of the year (3).

43. Factory — fire action

CDROM Section 12
1. You should sound the alarm, then call the fire 
brigade (1).

2. At the rear of the car park (2).
3. Use the lift or stop for personal belongings (4).

43—51. Factory 

You should discuss your answers with your
teacher.
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Activity index

Answer questions 16, 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 28, 29, 34, 35, 36, 40, 42, 
46, 47, 48

Ask questions to clarify understanding 12, 13, 25, 37, 49

Ask questions 16, 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, 28, 29, 34, 35, 40, 42, 46, 47

Express opinions clearly 20, 33, 44, 45

Follow discussions and make appropriate contributions 14, 15, 26, 30, 31, 38, 42

Give and receive instructions 3, 19, 26, 27, 28, 39, 40, 43, 50, 51

Give descriptions 24, 29, 36, 48

Greet people 35, 47

Identify body language 41

Identify opinions and feelings 10, 11, 18, 21, 30, 31, 32, 44, 45

Listen for detail 6, 7, 16, 17, 18, 19, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31, 37, 40, 42, 49

Listen for gist 16, 17, 18, 19, 28

Listen for the main points 4, 5

Listen to and understand explanations 1, 2, 8, 9

Make requests in an appropriate manner 20, 33, 44

Respond to expressed opinions in an appropriate manner 21, 32, 44, 45

Sequence instructions 40

Understand the need to speak clearly to be understood 1, 2, 3

Use appropriate language 16, 17, 18

Understand sequence markers 1, 2, 3
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CD scripts

58

Section 1, Worksheet 16

Introduction: Mr Evans is staying at the Old
Hall Hotel.

Script
Waiter: Good evening sir. Are you ready to
order?

Mr Evans: Yes, but can you tell me what
flavour the soup of the day is first?

Waiter: It’s cream of asparagus.

Question 1: What is the clip about?
1. Mr Evans ordering room service.
2. Mr Evans ordering a meal in the restaurant. 

(correct)
3. The waiter asking Mr Evans what he would 

like to drink.
4. Mr Evans asking if there is any asparagus 

in the soup.

Question 2: What does Mr Evans want to eat?

Script
I’d like the soup to start with and then I’ll have
the fillet steak. I’d like the steak medium rare
please, with chips instead of the jacket potato.

1. Soup and then a rump steak.
2. A steak followed by soup.
3. Soup followed by fillet steak. (correct)
4. Just a fillet steak.

Question 3: What other instructions did Mr
Evans give the waiter?
1. He wanted a jacket potato and chips.
2. He wanted chips and his steak cooked 

medium-rare. (correct)
3. He wanted a jacket potato.
4. He wanted his steak cooked medium-rare.

Section 2, Worksheet 17

Introduction: Lisa has been staying at the Old
Hall Hotel on a fitness break.

Script
Julie: Let’s see how you’ve done then, Lisa.
Hop on the scales.

Lisa: I’m dreading this bit.

Julie: Well, I don’t know why, you’ve done
really well. You’ve lost a kilo.

Lisa: A kilo? What’s that in pounds?

Julie: Almost 2 and half. 

Lisa: That’s fantastic! 

Julie: You shouldn’t aim to lose much more
than 2 pounds a week because losing too
much weight quickly means that you are
almost certain to put it back on again. 

Lisa: Well I’m delighted to lose 2 pounds and
I’m definitely going to stick with the aerobics.
I’ve loved it. Thanks, Julie, I’m surprised to say
that I’ve actually enjoyed this weekend.

Julie: I think you should do some aerobic
exercise three times a week. And keep eating
sensibly, but don’t get too worried about it.
The odd treat won’t spoil your good work.
Have a rest when you get home!

Question 1: Read the statements about the
conversation and decide whether they are true
or false.
1. Lisa has lost a kilo this weekend. (true)
2. Julie thinks that Lisa should have lost more 

than a kilo. (false)
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3. Lisa is pleased with her weight loss. (true)
4. A kilo is just under two pounds. (false)

Question 2: Why did Julie say that Lisa
shouldn’t try to lose more than 1 kilo a week?
1. Because losing weight quickly is dangerous.
2. Because Lisa is going to carry on losing 

weight when she gets home.
3. Because Lisa doesn’t need to lose any more 

weight.
4. Because losing weight quickly means that 

you are more likely to put it back on. 
(correct)

Question 3: What does Lisa say she is going
to do next?
1. Eat healthily from now on.
2. Carry on doing aerobic exercise. (correct)
3. Go home to have a rest.
4. Worry about how to keep on losing weight.

Section 3, Worksheet 18

Introduction: Julie and John both work in the
leisure club at the Old Hall Hotel.

Script
Julie: (annoyed) Have you seen this week’s
classes timetable? They want me to teach all
the high impact classes. I don’t mind doing a
couple, but not all of them. Would you be able
to swap one of them with me?

John: I’m not sure, to be honest, Julie. I really
like the classes I’ve been given this week. And I
definitely don’t want to take any of the late
classes.

Julie: Erm, how about you do the Wednesday
high-impact at 6 pm instead of the low-impact

at 7. That way you’ll get to finish even earlier.

John: Well, I suppose that would be okay.
Okay – I’ll swap just that one with you.

Question 1: When Julie first speaks to John,
what does her tone of voice tell you?
1. You can tell that she is being treated badly.
2. You can tell that she is in good spirits.
3. You can tell that she wants John to say 

sorry. (correct)
4. You can tell that she is annoyed.

Question 2: Which statement best
summarises the outcome of the conversation?
1. John reluctantly agreed to swap one class 

with Julie. (correct)
2. Julie convinced John to do all of the high-

impact classes.
3. John offered to do some of Julie’s high-

impact classes.
4. Julie became angry with John because he 

wasn’t being helpful.

Question 3: What do you think Julie was
implying when she said John would be able to
leave ‘even earlier’ if he swapped classes?
1. Julie was trying to make John feel bad 

about swapping classes.
2. Julie was trying to make John think that he 

was doing her a big favour.
3. Julie was trying to annoy John.
4. Julie was trying to make John see that 

he would not have to work late if he 
swapped the class. (correct)
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Section 5, Worksheet 28

Introduction: Penny is working on the
customer service phone line at Blackwell’s
Supermarket.

Script
Penny: Blackwell’s Supermarket. How can I
help you?

Customer: Hello, I wonder if you can tell me
how to reach your supermarket please? And is
there off-street parking?

Penny: Where will you be coming from?

Customer: I’ve just started work at the
Doctor’s surgery on Regent Road.

Question 1: Use the map on Worksheet 28
and the information from the telephone
conversation to say which set of directions is
correct.
1. Turn left onto Church Road, then right on to 

Stanning Street. Left again on to St 
Andrew’s Way and Blackwell’s is on your 
left.

2. Carry straight on down Towngate and you’ll 
find Blackwell’s on your left just after St 
Andrew’s Way.

3. Turn left on Westgate, then right on 
Towngate. Blackwell’s is just opposite 
Spring Gardens. 

4. Go back down Regent Road and Carlton 
Road. Turn left on Westgate, then right on 
Towngate. Blackwell’s is just opposite 
Spring Gardens. (correct)

Section 4, Worksheet 19

Introduction: Mr Evans is staying at the Old
Hall Hotel. He has asked the waitress how to
use the key card to get into his room.

Script
Mr Evans: The porter did explain how to use
the keycard, but I’ve forgotten. Can you just
explain how it works again?

Linda: Certainly. You hold the card with the
arrow pointing down and slide the card into
the slot in the door handle. Make sure the
card touches the bottom. Wait for the light to
go green. When you hear a click you should
open the door. Okay? But if you have any
problems just come back and I’ll show you
how to use it.

Mr Evans: Thanks very much. I’ll come back if
I have any more problems.

Question 1: Put the instructions for using the
key card in the correct order.
1. Wait for the light to go green. (3)
2. With the arrow pointing down, slide the 

card into the slot. (1)
3. Make sure the card touches the bottom. (2)
4. Open the door when you hear a click. (4)

Question 2: Who first showed the guest how
to use the key card system?
1. One of the waiters.
2. One of the receptionists.
3. The porter. (correct)
4. The manager.
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Script
Maxine: John is in his early 30s. He has
greying hair and wears glasses.

1. Photo of Bev.
2. Photo of Nick.
3. Photo of John. (correct)
4. Photo of Emma.

Question 3: Identify the new member of staff
from Maxine’s description.

Script
Maxine: Nick is in his late 20s. He’s wearing a
tie.

1. Photo of Nick. (correct)
2. Photo of Emma.
3. Photo of Bev.
4. Photo of John.

NB Photos are on page 69.

Section 7, Worksheet 30

Introduction: The management team at
Blackwell’s Supermarket are having a staff
meeting.

Script
Tom: We’ve had chaos in-store for the past
three weekends. What’s been happening to
staffing levels? Sally, what can the Personnel
department tell us?

Sally: There have been unusual levels of
sickness and I do know that a stomach bug
has been going round. But I think that short
staffing is not just about sickness. Weekend
staffing is a problem full stop.

Question 2: Where does the caller work?
1. At the Train Station.
2. At the Civic Centre.
3. At the Library.
4. At the Doctor’s Surgery. (correct)

Question 3: What did the caller want to know
about parking at Blackwell’s?
1. How much it costs.
2. If it is off-street. (correct)
3. If there is a multi-storey car park.
4. If there are mother and child spaces.

Section 6, Worksheet 29

Introduction: Maxine is in charge of the
uniforms at Blackwell’s Supermarket.

Script
Maxine: I need the new staff to come for their
uniform fittings in turn. I’d like to see Emma
Marino first, then John Watson, then Nick
Davies.

Sandra: Can you tell me what they look like?

Question 1: Identify the new member of staff
from Maxine’s description.

Script
Maxine: Emma is about 25, She has dark
blonde hair which she wears up.

1. Photo of Emma. (correct)
2. Photo of John.
3. Photo of Bev.
4. Photo of Nick.

Question 2: Identify the new member of staff
from Maxine’s description.
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2. Tom thinks that Sally, the Personnel 
Manager has caused the problems.

3. Tom doesn’t want to stir up trouble with the 
unions.

4. Tom wants good quality staff to work at 
Blackwell’s and he believes in treating them 
well. (correct)

Question 3: Read the statements about the
staff meeting and decide whether they are
true or false.
1. Sally was angry. (false)
2. Sheila was asked to organise posters. (false)
3. Most people at the meeting think that 

weekend staffing is a problem. (true)
4. They agreed to have a full staff meeting. 

(true)

Section 8, Worksheet 31

Introduction: James Hayes is the Concessions
Manager at Blackwell’s Supermarket. He is
having a telephone conversation with Tom
Owen, the store manager.

Script
James: Hello Tom, I’m just calling to update
you on the situation with Branson’s the
Drycleaners.

Tom: How’s it going?

James: I had a meeting with Ivan Branson
yesterday. He wasn’t able to give me a
reasonable excuse for the problems at the in-
store concession. When I left I had no
confidence that the poor service would be very
much improved. Then I went to see Guy Potts.
His company’s been in business for fifteen
years. They’re based in Chorley.

Sheila: That’s true, Tom. Most of our problems
are at weekends. I’ve always said that asking
staff to work only one weekend in two is too
generous. It’s costing us money and it’s just
not necessary.

Tom: That’s all very well, Sheila, and I know
that as Finance Director you’ve got the purse
strings in mind. But Blackwell’s is a quality
store and we need to keep good staff by
treating them well. I’m not sure that asking
them to work more weekends is a good idea.
What do you think, Jenny?

Jenny: I think that we could ask staff to work
say 2 weekends out of 3. That’s still generous
compared to other supermarkets and it would
solve this problem. Why don’t we find out
what the staff think? We should at least keep
the unions informed. I think they’ll be open to
the idea.

Tom: Okay then. We’ll have a full staff
meeting after the store closes next Monday. I’ll
send a memo round. Sally, can you organise
posters please.

Question 1: What reason did Sally, the
personnel manager give for the staff
shortages?
1. Blackwell’s don’t treat their staff well.
2. A stomach bug has given staff an excuse to 

call in sick.
3. Staff don’t like working weekends.
4. A stomach bug has meant that more staff 

have been off sick than usual. (correct)

Question 2: Which statement best sums up
Tom’s opinion?
1. Tom wants to solve the staffing problem at 

any cost.
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2. Sometime tomorrow.
3. Next week.
4. At 10’clock tomorrow. (correct)

Section 9, Worksheet 40

Introduction: Some of the AutoParts
production team are going on a team building
day. Helen, the Personnel Manager, is giving
them details about the training.

Script
Helen: You should meet in reception at 8 in
the morning making sure you sign the sheet to
say that you are leaving the factory. The
minibus leaves for the hotel in Newport at
8.15. The training session starts at 9.15. The
minibus will pick you up at the hotel at 4.15.

You don’t need to wear uniforms for the
training. 

Lunch will be provided at the hotel. If you have
any special dietary requirements please tell
their reception desk when you arrive. There
will be coffee breaks in the morning and in the
afternoon. The hotel is non smoking.

Question 1: Put the arrangements for the
training day in the correct order.
1. Leave the hotel in Newport. (3)
2. Meet in reception. (1)
3. Leave the factory. (2)
4. Start the training session. (4)

Question 2: What should the staff do before
they leave the factory?
1. Have a cigarette.

Tom: What did he think about having a
concession in Leyland?

James: He was thrilled. He said he’s been
looking out for the right premises in Leyland
for 2 years. I think that Potts will be able to
match our high levels of service and quality.
I’ve arranged for him to come and see us at
10 o’clock tomorrow morning. He knows that
if we agree that he’s to take over the
concession he’ll have to act quickly.

Tom: That would be great. Hopefully we’ll be
able to close the Branson’s concession by the
end of the week.

Question 1: What is the general gist of the
conversation?
1. How to close the dry-cleaning concession 

in Blackwell’s.
2. Whether or not to have a dry cleaning 

concession in Blackwell’s.
3. How to solve the problems with the dry 

cleaning concession in Blackwell’s. (correct)
4. When to have a meeting about the dry 

cleaning concession in Blackwell’s.

Question 2: How did James say he felt when
he left the meeting with Ivan Branson?
1. Confident that Ivan would be able to sort 

out the problems.
2. Certain that Branson’s were the best dry 

cleaners around.
3. Not at all confident that Ivan would be able 

to sort out the problems. (correct)
4. Worried that Potts dry cleaners may not be 

good enough.

Question 3: When will Guy Potts meet James
Hayes and Tom Owen?
1. By the end of the week.
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2. Decide what they want for lunch.
3. Take off their uniforms.
4. Sign the sheet in reception. (correct)

Question 3: What should the staff do when
they arrive at the hotel?
1. Have a coffee break.
2. Tell the reception desk if they have any 

special needs for lunch. (correct)
3. Sign a sheet of paper to register for the 

course.
4. Tell the reception desk what they would like 

to have for lunch.

Section 10, Worksheet 41

Introduction: Jane is the Supervisor on
Production Line 1 at AutoParts. She is giving
work instructions to David, one of the
production workers.

Script
Jane: So once you’ve done all of those tasks
I’d like you to come and see me so that we can
go over the health and safety checklist.

Question 1: Jane needs to be sure that David
understands the instructions. What is his body
language saying?
1. He is angry.
2. He is paying attention.
3. He is not listening. (correct)
4. He is happy.

Question 2: What is David’s body language
saying?
1. He is happy.
2. He is not listening.
3. He is paying attention. 
4. He is puzzled. (correct)

Question 3: What is David’s body language
saying?
1. He is puzzled.
2. He is not listening.
3. He is angry.
4. He is paying attention. (correct)

NB Photos for this task are on page 70.

Section 11, Worksheet 42

Introduction: Joe O’Connor, the Managing
Director at AutoParts, is having a meeting
with Helen Brightman, the Personnel Manager.

Script
Helen: Joe, congratulations on the award. It’s
great news for the company.

Joe: I know, Welsh Automotive company of the
year for the second year running. It is great
and I want all the staff to feel proud of our
achievement.

Helen: I liked your idea of offering seats at the
awards ceremony to a selection of staff. I’ve
just heard from the Development Agency and
we’ve been given a table for 20 on the night.
But we would need to make sure that the
seats are seen to be given out fairly.

Joe: We could raffle the seats to make sure
it’s totally random – what do you think?

Helen: We could do that, but it might be
better to ask staff to nominate two people
from their own department. 

Joe: Excellent idea. Let’s make sure we have a
list of names by the end of the week.
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Question 1: Read the statements about the
conversation and decide whether they are true
or false.
1. Helen wants to raffle seats to the awards 

ceremony. (false)
2. Joe thinks that all AutoParts staff should be 

proud of the award. (true)
3. AutoParts has been given 20 seats at the 

awards ceremony. (true)
4. Joe will choose who goes to the ceremony. 

(false)

Question 2: What award has AutoParts won?
1. Welsh company of the year.
2. Automotive company of the year.
3. Welsh Automotive company of the year. 

(correct)
4. Best Welsh Automotive company.

Section 12, Worksheet 43

Introduction: Helen is giving instructions
about taking action in case of a fire at the
AutoParts factory.

Script
Helen: If you discover a fire you must sound
the alarm. Then call the Fire brigade by
dialling 999.

Leave the factory by the nearest exit and
report to your assembly point at the rear car
park.

Do not stop to collect personal belongings.

Do not use the lift.

Question 1: Which statement best sums up
the immediate action you should take in case
of fire?

1. You should sound the alarm, then call the 
fire brigade. (correct)

2. You should call the fire brigade, then sound 
the alarm.

3. You should leave the factory at once.
4. You should call the fire brigade and meet at 

the assembly point.

Question 2: Where is the assembly point?
1. In the car park.
2. At the rear of the car park. (correct)
3. At the factory exit.
4. Beside the lift.

Question 3: What two things shouldn’t you do
in case of fire?
1. Use the lift or the telephones.
2. Telephone reception or stop for personal 

belongings.
3. Wait at the exits or assembly points.
4. Use the lift or stop for personal belongings. 

(correct)
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Standard winter special break

Stay for two nights over a weekend from
 only £70.00

per person per night for two nights with
 the third

night from £52.00. Prices include four-c
ourse dinner

and full English breakfast plus a compl
imentary

bottle of house champagne. 

Winter leisure break
Stay for two nights over a weekend from

 only £90.00

per person per night. Price includes fou
r-course

dinner and full English breakfast plus a
 fitness

assessment and four-hour long spa trea
tments. 

Winter golf break
Two nights including two rounds of gol

f at the

Moorland Links course, four-course din
ner, bed and

breakfast from £210 per person. 

Conditions: Breaks valid from 1 October – 31 Marc
h, excluding

bank holidays. All special offers are sub
ject to availability and

based on two people sharing.

Winter Weekend Special Breaks

Parking
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Blackwell’s will be stocking Peter Kelly Master Butcher sausages. Peter Kelly is a traditional craft
butcher who has been trading for the past twenty-three years in the Forest of Bowland in
Lancashire. Pete is able to guarantee top quality from farm to plate as he buys his livestock and
has his own slaughter and bake houses. Ingredients are locally produced as far as possible and
sausage recipes are skillfully prepared to create that traditional taste. 

Blackwell’s will be stocking these six types of sausages from Monday onwards:
� gluten free 
� lamb and mint
� pork and chive
� pork and leek 
� pork and mustard
� sun-dried tomato and basil.

Providing sales go as well as we think, we will add six more to the range in a month’s time: 
� beef and Guinness
� Cajun
� hot and spicy
� pork and apple
� pork with garlic and herb
� venison

Best wishes
Debbie Newmarket
Product Development Manager

delimanager@blackwells.co.ukTo:

CC:

Subject:

Attachments:

Send now Send later

Title

Peter Kelly Master Butcher sausages

Add Attachment
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Opening hours

Monday 8 o’clock – 6 o’clock
Tuesday 8 o’clock – 6 o’clock
Wednesday 8 o’clock – 10 o’clock
Thursday 8 o’clock – 6 o’clock
Friday 8 o’clock – 8 o’clock
Saturday 7 o’clock – 6 o’clock
Sunday 11 o’clock – 5 o’clock
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Question 1

Question 2

Question 3
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